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TRUDEAU'S RADICAL ECONOMIC SCHEMES LINE UP WITH HIS PRAISE
OF COMMUNISTS!

Many assumed that Trudeau was just joking when he said he admired the
Chinese Communist Dictatorship the most, or when he praised
Communist Fidel Castro. Now, with Trudeau planning a massive ‘reshaping’
of the nation to massively expand government, cripple the economy, and
drown us in debt, Trudeau’s agenda increasingly lines up with that of
Communist states.

Has Justin Trudeau been slowly moving Canada in the direction of a
socialist or Communist state? The best answer to that question can be
found in what Trudeau is planning to do now that he feels he can exploit a
crisis.

Even as employment in Canada slowly recovers from the worst of the CCP
Virus Lockdown, Trudeau is pushing for a ‘reshaping’ of the nation,
something that is apparently terrifying some Liberal MPs and finance
department bureaucrats.

You see, the real agenda of any leader is exposed when they feel they can get
away with anything. The very moment Trudeau felt the crisis gave him more
power, he sought to cripple Parliament, expand his centralized power, and
now, he seeks to move to the radical far-left and ‘remake’ Canada -
something nobody voted for and nobody asked for.

All of this brings up a very disturbing question: Has this been Trudeau’s
agenda all along? In most cases, the right explanation is the simplest one.
If we look at Trudeau’s history, you know that his family has long been
connected to Communists.

His father was a big fan of Fidel Castro, and took Trudeau and his siblings on
trips to Communist China, repeatedly praising China and saying good things
about the Communist regime (not long after tens of millions died due to the
policies of the Communists in China).
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That pro-Communist, anti-Western attitude clearly stuck in Justin’s head,
as he said he admired China’s basic dictatorship the most. How easy would
it have been for him to name literally any democratic country? Instead, he
picked China.

And when Fidel Castro died, Trudeau’s statement looked like it was written by
a Communist Propaganda Department:

“The Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, today issued the following statement on
the death of former Cuban President Fidel Castro:

“It is with deep sorrow that I learned today of the death of Cuba’s longest
serving President.

“Fidel Castro was a larger than life leader who served his people for almost
half a century. A legendary revolutionary and orator, Mr. Castro made
significant improvements to the education and healthcare of his island nation.

“While a controversial figure, both Mr. Castro’s supporters and detractors
recognized his tremendous dedication and love for the Cuban people who
had a deep and lasting affection for “el Comandante”.

“I know my father was very proud to call him a friend and I had the
opportunity to meet Fidel when my father passed away. It was also a real
honour to meet his three sons and his brother President Raúl Castro during
my recent visit to Cuba.

“On behalf of all Canadians, Sophie and I offer our deepest condolences to the
family, friends and many, many supporters of Mr. Castro. We join the people
of Cuba today in mourning the loss of this remarkable leader.””

Trudeau is a Communist Sympathizer

Some may not want to believe this. After all, to many Canadians, ‘Liberal’ still
means ‘centrist and moderate.’

But the truth increasingly is revealed as Trudeau having hijacked the Liberal
brand, hollowed it out from within, and repurposed it to push an agenda that
moves Canada in a Communist direction.



moves Canada in a Communist direction.

Consider that this is reminiscent of what happened in Venezuela, an oil-rich,
wealthy nation, that was taken over by Communist Sympathizers, and
‘transformed’ into an economic disaster, where things like hyperinflation,
starvation, eating of pets, mass poverty, horrific crime, and outright chaos
has become the norm.

People in Venezuela thought it couldn’t happen there, just as many in
Canada think it couldn’t happen here.

But Communists, and their sympathizers, tend to have the same impact on
every country they run. A massive surge of spending financed by the
flickering embers of the once-vibrant private sector, which then runs out and
results in massive human suffering.

If we are truly honest with ourselves, we can realize that Trudeau is
someone who simply lines up more with Communists than he does with
those who believe in Democracy and Private Initiative.

And now that he sees an opening, he is seeking to remake our nation in his
twisted image.

Will Canadians allow him to get away with it?

By: Spencer Fernando 
September 6, 2020 
Click here

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Thanks for the you and your organization for initiation of
this monumental task, dedicated commitment and unknown potential benefits
that may come to the people of Alberta. Your work was the topic of discussion
while playing golf this week with one of my like-minded friends.

”We tell our daughters, sisters, and their friends, they even advertise through
the media, “that nobody needs to live in an abusive relationship, there is help
available”. Then why would western Canada voters, continually get slapped in
the face, and allow it to occur on a continual basis while they take and show
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no empathy (even lie, or not provide realistic information to their provincial
constituents) as the funding comes from Ottawa and not western Canada??!!
Western Canadian’s are different then Eastern Canadians, as we don’t want a
handout, nor a plan to receive benefits for staying home. We want to work for a
living, get ahead and enjoy all the prosperity that we produced. I am all in
favour of helping people who need help, but not those who don’t want to work
because there is a handout or package available. 

While at the hospital today, I told an RN that the AUPE, CUPE, AMA, ANA, and
ATA that all the benefits that they have today including salary & benefits,
equipment, clothing and buildings are the direct result of the Oil & Gas Industry
and they should be out protesting in favour of pipelines and plants. She whole
heartedly agreed.

2. From a Reader: Liquor stores, marijuana stores, hardware stores, Walmart,
Canadian Tire, grocery stores, they’ve all been considered essential services
during the pandemic, but the Parliament of Canada has been shuttered and
now prorogued. I want my elected representatives working overtime, not
redacting documents and hiding from scrutiny. Trudeau’s actions speak louder
than words. Everything you need to know about how Trudeau views this
country and how he views democracy has been on full display. Since the start
of the pandemic, Trudeau has done nothing but show his contempt for
Parliament and now he’s now going to play Parliamentary games and force his
new green deal on the entire country. It’s time Canadians treated politicians for
what they are. Employees.

3. From a Reader: I vote in the US as well as in Canada, and am amazed at
how many of my oil patch, supposedly educated, and upper middle class
“friends” have drunk the Koolaid and are espousing anti-Trump and pro-
Democrat sentiment, thinking the Democrats and Biden are either centrist or
for racial justice, the economy or opening the economy up again. It’s in vogue
to be woke, but the woke are sleep walking and don’t go to the source and
look at the back stories. I recently lost a friend as she doesn’t even vote in the
US but was horrified I would be voting a Trump agenda - again. "Build Back
Better" is a slogan, not a policy and the policies behind the slogan are the next
coming of Venezuela to North America. The Build Back Better agenda is the
safe-sounding trojan horse that will bring in the radical Green New Deal
proposals funded by George Soros, who also funded getting rid of Stephen
Harper in favour of Justin Trudeau and the World Government vision that he’s



Harper in favour of Justin Trudeau and the World Government vision that he’s
espousing along with the “greeners". Canadians need to wake up and read the
real manifesto of Black Lives Matter as well as Build Back Better (which has
100 points most of which would destroy the US economy and world peace). To
think that slogan is now being imported into Canada turns my stomach, and
yes, someone needs to shake up the federal conservative party because they
are sleeping at the wheel. I’m disappointed with the lame efforts of federal
conservatives as well as Alberta’s Conservatives too. Jason K has been a total
disappointment even before Covid, and will likely lose the next election if he
doesn’t make some major changes. Education and communication are so
important. There are a lot of people who cannot do the work of digging deeper,
so those that are actually informed need to speak up and feel like there are
others out there who agree with them. Keep up this important work you are
doing.

4. From a Reader: Understand that the Oil and Gas industry is the single
highest contributor to Canada’s wealth......huh huh. Where did I hear that over
and over the last 5 or 6 years but now, all of a sudden the Liberals are finally
getting the message that the O/G industry has already proven that lower
emissions are achievable and pipelines are essential to the wealth of our
nation. Energy consumption in China and India is increasing steadily as is their
coal consumption and the building of a thousand coal facilities with no regard
to air pollution is steadily going on.

5. From a Reader: I have been saying we have more in common with the USA
than before. Both of us have the progressive leaders suffering from a mental
disorder, both are in hiding until after the USA Election in the case of 
Biden and until Trudeau ends shut down of Parliament because they don’t
want to take questions as voters are on their Socialist plans. Finally, they are
both using the same campaign message of ‘Build Back Better’. We are headed
for disaster if we don’t step up!

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. JUSTIN TRUDEAU PLOTS CANADA'S SHARPEST TURN LEFT IN
ECONOMIC POLICY IN DECADES Click here

2. CANADA'S CURRENT DEFICIT LEVEL WILL BE 'UNSUSTAINABLE'
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2. CANADA'S CURRENT DEFICIT LEVEL WILL BE 'UNSUSTAINABLE'
WITHIN 1 OR 2 YEARS: PBO Click here

3. REX MURPHY: WHAT SEAMUS O'REGAN CLEARLY DOESN'T
UNDERSTAND ABOUT ALBERTA COULD FILL LIST Click here

4. CANDICE MALCOLM: IF TRUDEAU'S PROPOSING SOCIALISM, THE
PEOPLE MUST BE ALLOWED TO VOTE ON IT Click here

5. LORNE GUNTER: CANADA MAY SOON SEE SCREW THE WEST 2.0
Click here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
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Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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